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REVIEWS

A P7'odTOI1111S of th e B?"it'ish 11iemciu . H. ,V. PUGSLEY, Pp, 357 with
16 plates from dr,,\ying~ by the a lIthor, and 1 figure in the text',
London: issued as VoL 54 of the JOUTlwl of the Linneall, Society
of London, a,nd sold at the Societ~· 's room s and by Longmans,
Green & Co" Ltd., 1948; £3,

.T{'i emc'i um is generally rega rdp ~l as the most difficult of all the larger
critical groups of British ph!lllerogams, The genus exhibits a range of
variation \1'hich almost defie~ classification by ordinary taxononuc
methods , and previous attempts to revise our Hawkweecls have been
patently inadequate even by the standard of the times at which they
appeared, More satisfactory work has been done by French, German,
Swiss and Scandinavian botanists but efforts to relate British material
to cont,inental names have not been sllccessful.
Such results \\'ere
inevitable while European worker6 had only a slight acquaintance \1'itl1
the Ili emciu of the British Isles and our own botanists had little
experience abroad,
The l'TociTO?m!s not only exhibits a much higheJ'
scientific standard than its pl'edece'ssors but it also represents the fruits
of long experience in the field both in these islands and on the Continent.
The complexities of the task awaiting a monographer of HiemC1tLm
can only be adequately appreeiatel! by those who have tried t.o name
their own materiaL In Britain the group includes few well-markea
spe'cies which are at all widely distributed-such as H. umbeUatuon, H.
p?'ell(l'lItit oides, and H, Pi~osella,.
In addit ion, 1:)hel'e are some local
plants, such as H. cambTic'Um, with sufficiently clear-cut characters
for easy recognition.
Some of these, like Pugsley's new H. deganulyense, are apparently restricted to a few individ,u als on a single
rock-fnce. But the great majority of our Hawl"yeeds differ from their
allies only in characters which are harl! to appreciate and still harder
to define.
These diffe,rences are in part dne to environment. A single colony
of a common and plastic species such as H. Lach~1U1Jii growing partly
in shade and partly in the open, partly in deep rich soil and partly on
dry shallow soi l (such as Pugsley named for me from Grin Low, Buxton),
w,ill sho,,' such a range of variation that it is difficult to believe that
t.hey all belong to the same taxonomic unit.
III addition, parthenogenetic reproduction is widespread in E'u-HieTaci~Lm .
Besides sexual
species there are triploid, tetraploid and pentaploic1 apomicts known in
Scandinavia and it is almost certain thilt they occur here. On account
of 'apomixis small variations are reproduced from seed and it is to this
that the multiplioity of very local variants is a,t tributable .
Almost
ever.Y cliff where Hawkweeds abound provides its own selection. 'Where
the,~ ' a re sufficientl~' well marked they receive special names; when the
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differences are less easily defined they are merged by taxonomists with
variants from elsewhe-re. Hence the group, as Pugsley remarks, consists
of " a multitude of named forms with which no other genus of flowering
plants can be compared." To typify these names is a difficult enough
task. To arrange them in a logical account capable of practical application requires judgment and shrewd observation in addition to painstaking research of a kind which few men are fitted to undertake.
E" en with th ese attrihutes th ere is room for doubt whether ordinary
ta,xonomic methods as employed by P lI gsley Can ever produce a completely sat,isfactory auco llnt of the group. The best that can be hoped
for by a monographer is that he wil! he a ble to carve out of the great
mass of variable material sufficient definahle units to enable future
workers to name most of their ma,t erial. In this Pugsley has been remarkably snccessful.
A rough estimate may be hazarded that he has
accounted for 75 to 80 % of the plants gathered by an average worker.
The balanee will include definable but undescribed units (of whicfl a
number were known to Pugsley but not included in his account-cf.
p. 20) and also variants whi ch can perhaps never be satisfactorily incorporated in any descriptive work. Appreciation of this is necessary
both for an understanding of the magnitude of the task the writer
nnclertook and for intellip-ent use of the Proclromt~s as a work of reference.
The first 25 pages of the hook are of an introdnctory nature. The
of the study of Ii'ie?"aC'iu in Britain ' is succinctly stated with refer e nce to such foreign work as is appropriate.
An excellent section
on morJlholog~' includes definitions of some of the special terms used
later in the work a nd much original observation, Special attention is
drawn to the value of the characters provided by the receptacular
alveoles which have been neglected by some earlier workers. Then follow
three pages on classification, a useful account of experiences with Hawkweeds in cultivation, and a statement of the material mainly consulted
'and the author's standards for nomenclature.
histor~'

The main part of the book commences with a IQ-page Conspectus of
sub-genera, sections, se ries , and species.
In this the author's knowledge a,nd exper~ence are displayed to full advantage . The arrangement
adopted is based on that of Zahn's monograph in Pfianz em'eich , IV ,
280 , 1921-3, but it differs fundamentally in the distrihution of Zahn's
" intermediate spec ies " and " hyhrids " between the generic subdiyisions, and in the non-adoption of the grade of sn h-species. In addition, new gronJ1s have been createcl where reqnired. The result is an
arrangement which is proha,b ly as near to perfectIon for naming British
Hawln,eeds as can be devised.
TIle mastery of the characters of so
nmny descrihed units a,ml their arrangement in a workable scheme is
one of the ontstanding features of the PTurkonius. If this Conspectus
could he reprinted and issued separately it ,,'ould be a great conveniel1('e even for those who possess the whole work.
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The descriptive part of the book occupies 294 pages and includes 260
species.
I t is interesting to compare this figure with the l1l1l11ber of
species accepted for Britain by othe'l' \uiters:Backhouse (1806)-33 species.
l-IanbUl'Y & Thompson (1904)-97.
Linton (1905)-124.
Hoftey in London Cataloo ll·e (1925)-248.
The i ncrense ill Pugsley's work is very 111nch gre.a ter than these statistics would suggest..
A numher of species accepted by earlier writers
a re reduced to varietal rank or shown to have been included'in British
works thro ugh false identifications with foreign plants.
This applies
particularly to names taken up by Linton and Roffsy. In some instances
(e.g. II. exote7·ic·u..m) Pugsley's species include several plants which were
formerly treated separately. The net gain in additions to the British
list is so much the greater. No fewer than 71 new specific names on
PlIgsley's authority (including those published briefly in 1941, J OUT'I1.
J~f)t., 79, 177-183 and 193-197), appear in the Prod-romu.s, and a considerable number of those already described on the Continent m'e added
to our flora for the first time. He has cut away much of the dead wood
which littered the ground before planting new trees.
The species are all treated on a uniform plan.
Jijach section is
preceded by a conspectus. For each species he gives synonymy, icones,
exsiccatae, distrihution in Britain (by vice-co untie.!!) and abroad. The
descriptions are \'ery full and drawn up in the sequence of habit, stem,
,foliage, inflorescellt.eand fruit so that compa.rison is facilitated.
A
diagnosis in Latin is included in the case of novelties.
In addition,
the outstanding characters are sl!unmarised in a paragraph (or more)
\"hich usually also sets ont the hotanical history of the plant in Britain
and its relationship to allied British and foreign forms.
Very great skill is shown in these observations, which bring out the
really important characters in a way which has never been done for
British Hiemcia before . With a herbarium shee·t beside you it is often
possible to ohtain a clearer idea of the salient characters of .a species
from Pugsley's ' remarks (so often prefaced by " is readily known " or
" is remarkable 'for . . . ") tha.n from the whole paragraph of description . Once the features of the species are grasped the varieties and
forms usually fall into line without difficulty.
It is apparent throughout the work that Pugsley has examined Hawkweeds in far greater detail than any previous British workers. In fact,
some of the latter must have relied almost entirely on macroscopic
characters using the lens to very poor advantage. H. cillense is a particularly good example of this. The mawrial on which it is based
was collected by Augustin Ley and described as H. hvpochaeroides in
W. 11. Linton's British Hieracia,.
It was said to be characterised by
dull grey-green foliage hut the fact that the colour of the leaves is due
to abundant stellate hairs on both surfaces was entirely overlooked.
This character is to he found in only one other Hawkweed of the Sec-
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tioll l' uioutu a nd on it l'ugsley founds his new Subsection Stella,t ijoliu.
Similar attention to details of the hairs and glands on all parts of the
plants is recorded in all the descr iptions .
By way of testing the adequacy of the accounts given in the FTO " '/'O/lLlLS 1 have used it to rearrange my own collection of some 500 gatherings.
With one or two exceptions (e.g . H. lepist o·ides K. Johansson)
a ll the names which ha d been used 011 the labels were precisely accounted for in the synonymy. Only a few instances were found of new
cOllnty records and these were most']y plants which Pugsley had dettll"mined himself some years ago.
Almost all the gatherings from weUknown collectors were cited. From this it would ap pear that his work
in coll ating names employed by earlier authorities has heen thorough
alld th e distrihution in Brit:lin is shown as adequately as can be expected.
While subj ecting the 1>TodTo1n1~s to this test I encountered several
difficulties. The most serious of these arose from the inadequacy of t,\ie
citations of material-and especially of those of the di.stribution records.
To base a vice-county record on a pla,nt of whi.ch the only details given
are" Dorking (J.. ousley) " is not suffioient. I haye collected at least a
dozen Hawkweeds (three of them on one day) which have been labelled
,yith detailed localities including the name of this Surrey town. It is
only hy the determinations written by Pugsley on the sheets in my herb:l riul1l tlmt it is possible to match up the record with the material on
which it is based.
Moreover, the reader is left guessing about the
,yhereahouts of the specimens and the only clue given in the PTodTomus
is " The specimens cited as exsiccatae and those shown in the distribution lists under each species .. . are mostly to be found in the Natural
History Museum." Diffi culties and ambiguities are certain to arise
. over many of the specimens intended to 3upport the records since
Jii em ,riol{1/L species so often grow in company. In spite of this Pugsley's
distribntion lists must he accepted as the basis of further recording of
"ice-comital distribution.
]f
had given full details of each record
tile book might have been too long to he pr inted .
An almost equally serio us difficulty arose from the author's fai lure
to use dated determinavit slips lI'hen examining herbarium material.
His knowledge of Hawkweeds gre·w very rapidly. His concepts of 'the
limits of species and the names to be used were (:lS might be expected)
sub ject to continual change and this went on rigJlt up to the time of
his death. As late as October 1947 he handed 111e a note co rrecting an
earlier naming about which he had altered his opinion. In these circnmstances the va lue of an undated determination is limited and it
should be used with caution. Fortunately I was in the hahit of dating
his notes when the plants were returned to me but in cases where this
was not done, it is impossible to say whether they reflect his later views
or not.
A c riti cism of the accounts of the species arises from the rather surprisi ng omission of flO1Yering cbtes .
Pugsley was very well aware ('f

he
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the useful additional character this provides in the case of the Hawkweeds he studied so carefull y near Tunbridge " Tells. Here, for example,
' he chew my attention to H. h'icJwcaulon flowering about a month earlier
than II. tTiclentMum \yith which it can be conf used.
He formed the
opinion that most (but not all) of the species in that district had sharply
defined times of flowering which could be useful in helping to distinguish them from thei,r a llies. If this is the case \yith lowland HieTocia
it may \yell also apply to the mOllntain plants. Both in 'Wales and Scotland rock-faces certainly produce a different selection on early summer
"isits from those to be found later on. It is unfortunate that the information available on herbarium labels has not been collated.
The nomenclature used ,i n the book will need very careful re-examination. Owing to the Ulultiplicity of names and the highly critical nature
of the group it seems inevitable that errors will be found. These were
no doubt increased by the extreme difficulty of the later years of the
ut)thor ' s life and the imposs,i bility of consulting many rare books under
condit,ions of war-time dispersal. In addition, Pugsley had a certain
obstinacy of character which prevented him from tidying up his nomenclature. He regarded cc comb. 71.01'." and" nom . nov." with suspicion
becallse the terJ1ls are not embodied in the International Rules. Insufficient care was taken over t yp ification .
Readers should refer to
Wilmott's notes (1944, B.E.C. 19.41-2 ll ep., 518-522) on the names puhlished in 1941. It will be found that the prototypes cited there for H.
cU7'n eddo7'um and H. chloTCl7lthum differ from those given in the P'I'OclTomus .

On nomenclature Pugsle,v took an essentially practical view.
He
regarded it very properly as the handmaiden and not the mistress of
taxonolll~·,. and it was this attitude which laid him open to criticism.
I t is far . better to continue to use his names until such time as someone
e lse has acquired a comparab le knowledge and experience of the
taxonom;v of the g roup rather than to attempt to alter them piecemeal
for purely nomenclatural reasons.
The PTod7'Orlt1lS will give a tremendous stimulus to the study of Hawkweeds in this country . It is
hoped that great caution will be exercised in publishing changes until
its conte nts have been assimilated and understood.
The main body of the work is followed by an acco unt of " The distrihution of Hieracia in Britain and their origin." For the first time
the geographical relationship of Ollr species is analysed and related to
the Continent.
The conclusions support the taxonomic work earlier
in the voJume and are an important addition to our knowledge of plant
geograph;v.
The general impression left after examining the PTodTomus could
hardly he better expressed than hy a paraphrase of its author's own
words (p. 7) with reference to Zahn: _cc It is impossible not to admire
this work of Pugsley's, which is a monument of critical research, patient
investigation and infinite labour; and when, in classifying the British
forms . . . one is unable sometimes to agree with his conclusions, it
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may well be wondered that such differences of opinion are not more
frequent, when the complexity of the genus is remembered, and the
uifficulty or impossibility of a monographer obtaining adequate material
for examination of the almost innumerable forms involved ." Pugsley
has done for British lliemcia what he did for Et~phmsia and in reducing chaos to order he has produced the most importaJ;lt addition to the
literature of British taxonomic botany which has appeared for several
decades .
When he died in November 1947 the last batch of galleyproofs had still to be corrected. We are greatly indebted to Mr N. Y .
Sanclwith for the skilful way in which he carried out the difficult task
of seeing the work through the press .
J. E. LOUSLEY.

'l'hl3 Genus CTepis. ERNEST BROWN BAD COCK. Pp . 1030 + 22 with 305
figures Ldiagrams, maps and line dra,w ings], 36 plates (1 coloured)
and 19 tahles. Part One, the Taxonomy, Phylogeny, Distribution
and Eyolutiol1 of OTepis: Part Two, Systematic Treatment.
[ssued as Volume::; 21 and 22 of University of CalifoTnia Pttblications ,i n Dota,ny. Berkeley and Los Angeles, California,: University of Ca lifornia Press (London: Cambridge University. Press),
1947; Part One, $4 .00 cloth, $3.50 paper; Part Two, $12 .00 cloth,
$10,00 paper [lOa" x 6l" J.
This book is probably the first example of a complete monograph of a
la rge genus of plants in which modern taxonomic methods are used to
supplement classical ones .
The interest of the book, therefore, extends, for British botanists, far beyond the few British species of the
genus .
Part One (196 pp.) contains the general matter, as explained in its
title. It starts with an account of the author's researches, which are
divided into three main groups: (1) taxonomic, (2) research on the
chromosomes [i.e. chromosome numbers and morphology] and (3) genet:c and cytogenetic research. The author rightly emphasises that the
basis of his treatnlent rests [as a monographic treatment always must]
on the basis of comparative morphology and that cytogenetic research
and geographical distrihution are used in conjunction with it and not
as the primary basis of classification, The value of cytogenetics, howe,·ei", becomes apparent when it is seen that the allthor was enahled
by its use to reduce to CTepis several genera recognised on the basis,
of morphological characters (e.g. scales on the receptacle) which proved
not to he of fundamental importance in this group.
The majority of CTepis species are diploid. Apart from one American
section (Psilochaenia) of secondary polyploids with x (basic number)
= 11, polyploidy was found in only 6 species out of 103 examined. Of the
97 diploid species, 3 have n = 3, 58 n = 4, 19 n = 5, 14 n = 6 and 3
have n = 7. In spite of the prevalence of n = 4, the more primitive
species have n = 5 or 6, and Professor Babcock concludes from this and
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other evidence that 6 was the original haploid number in the genus.
There are three general trends in karyotype evolntion: (1) decrease in
chromosome nnmber; (2) increase in asymmetry of the chromosomes
and (3) decrease in chromosome size, each occnrnng a,jong a number of
lines. Except for x = 7 and 11, the various numbers occnr in a number of different sections.
Oompa.ratively few characters have been investigated genetically,
but the scales on the receptacle mentioned abm'e are shown to ha\'e a
simple glmetic basis in t\yO instances. [Tt would be interesting to find
out if receptacle scales have the importance usually attributed to them
elsewhere in the Compositae.] Much of the genetical \york consisted
in hybridising different species (about 200 interspecific crosses \\'ere
made) with a Yiew to determining their relationships h~' ohservations
on the ster ili t~, and chromosome heha\'iour of the hybric15 obtained.
The author concludes that in CTepis gene mutation and structural
changes in the chromosomes llave been the important factors in evolution, that polyploidy is of slight importance and that apomixis only
OCOllrs in Sect. Psiloclwenia.
In Ohapter 2, on Taxonomic Concepts, the kinds of species found
in 01'epis are analysed and set unt in a table on the hasis of polymorphic
as agaiilst monomorphjc; diploid as against polyp loid; and apomictic
as against sexual.
The author recognises and names subspecies, but
rejects Latin names for ranks below this, calling them " minor va.r iants" and giving them only numbers . The reasons for this latter course
are 110t clear. Bentham and Hooker's suhgenera. are rejected and the
genns is diyic1ed into 27 sections which" can be grouped roughly into
three divisions, namely primitive, intermediate and advanced." These
three divisions, however, in no way correspond with Bentham and
Hooker's subgenera.
Ohapters 3 and 4 deal with the criteria used in classification and
phylogeny and the results obtained from their use. The habit of the
plant is of great importance, the. rhizomatous species being primitiye
and the tap-rooted species de.rived from them . Other phylogelleticall~'
significant characters are obtained from the involucre which shows , in
general, a trend involving reduction in size, in numher of hracts and
in the relative size of the outer bracts. In four species the inyolucral
bracts become much thickened and indurate, enclosing the achenes in
fruit. This is shown most markedly in C. Zacintha which has usually
been PlIt in a distinct genus (Zacintha). It is, however, clearly related
to the other three and the generic distinction ca.nnot be mai]ltained.
Otllel' cr iteria used a.r e the trends in kan'otype evolution, alread~' discussed, and the results of the inter-specific hyhridisations. The suggestions are made that t he genus arose from DlIb1laea, that the tap-rooted
habit arose from the rhizoma.tous one several times, a nd that--with tIlE'
possihle exception of three sections-the genus is monophyletic.
The remaiJicler of Part One deals with the geographical distribution
of G1'evis and with the author's theories on the onglll and migratIons
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of the group, 'Vhile these chapters contain much information, often
ill concise tabular form they are 011 the whole, the least convincing
part of the work.
,],h~ author i:1Vokes continental outlines since the
tertian' period the monntain ranges of Asia, the migration of other
plants · as ShOW:1 by fossils, the ecological re·b tions of (17' epis and even
the Art iodactyl ungulates (suborder Pecora, including deer, oxen,
giraffes, ete),
One is, ho\,e\"er, left with the impression that he attempts too mllch and that he has not made out his case-that he talks
of mere speculations as prohabilities, Too much weight appears to be
gi\'en to migration and too little to subsequent e\'olution , Six allied
African species, for example, each now confined to a single (different)
mountain or 1)10ulltain range, are considered to have migrated there
from.Central Asia, The now exclusi\"ely American section Psilochaenin
(distinguished from all other sections by having x = ] 1) is considered
to ha\'e had a polyphylet ic origin by hybridisation bet\\"een species of
\"arious sections in Central Asia, to have subsequently migrated to North '
America, and to have become extinct in its original home, [The taxonomic treatlllent of this section in Part Two is also open to criticism on
gene-ral grou1llls .
As, howe\"er , the section has been treated in more
detail in an' earlier \york by Babcock and 8tebhins, it would be out of
place to discuss it further here.J Such phrases as " beca nse they failed
for some reaso n to get through the Iran-Asia Minor region, remain as
relics in that general region" would be more in place in a discussion
on human migration than in one of that of plants, There also seems
to be an underlying assumption that because a species has many primitive characters, j t is necessarily old as et sllecies, To sum up the section, one may say that there is too much deta,il giyen when so mnch is
left unexplained,
Part One ends with four appendices, of which that on " Some 07'ep1s
Problems calling for Further Reseu.]'ch " is the most interesting, a
list of references and a good index,
Part Two contains the Systematic Treatment of the genus and deals,
in all, with 196 species, Each species is fully described and illustratecl
by a line drawing, the illustrations including clissecti~ns and, where\'er
possible, the somatic chromosomes,
After the description follow
synonymy, distribution (in general terms) and habitat, and a discussion
on variation \\'ithin the species, Next comes a list of specimens seen, with
the herbarium in which they occur, including, in most cases, the type,
Dates of collection are only given when there is no collector's numher;
lt \\'onld have been an advantage had they been given in all cases, A
list of " minor yariants " follows; these are g'i ven numbers but not
named, though, if they have previonsly been named, the names are
cited, The acconnt of each species concludes with a discussion of the
relationships of the species. Under the sections, besides a desc ription ,
there is a discussion of relationships, a. map (or maps) showing the clistriblltion of the species and a key to the species, At the beginning of
the part are both diagnoses of the sections and an artificial key to
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them (an example which might be more often followed in monographs).
The plates are photographs of types or other interesting specimens.
The whole appears to be admirably done and there .should be no difficulty in identifying any member of the genus by its use.
It may be of interest to set out Professor Babcock's treatment of the
species given in the British l'lant List (including those added in B.E.C.
B.eports since its publication), with their chromosome numbers. The
Ilames under which they figure in the B .P.L. are given in brackets,
where different. (t = introduced species.)
Sect.
Sect.
t Sect.

Sect.
Sect.

Sect.

Sect.

Sect.

Sect.

Sect.

Sect.

1

Desyphy~ion

4 C. paludosa, (L.) Moench. 2n= 12.
5 lJ!l esomeris
19 C. mollis (Jacq.) Ascherson 2n=12 (C. mollis Asch.).
10 Berinia
64 U. biennis 1,. 2n=40±.
14 Pr! esophylion
114 U. tectorum 1,. 2n=8.
19 Phaecasium
H38 C. pulchra L. 2n=8.
a. subsp typica Babc.
20 Hostia
H42 C. alpina. J~. 2n=10.
H44 C. rubra L . 2n=10.
145 C. foetida L. 2n = 10.
a. subsp. vulgarris (Bisch.) Babc .
tb. subsp. Thoeadifolia (Bieb.) Schinz & Keller. (C.
foetida var. hispida Bisch.).
tc. ~ubsp. commutata (Spr.) Babc . (Rodigia COln7nlL tata Spreng.).
22 PteTotheea
H55 G. su /teta (1, .) Bahe. (LagoseTis neumausensis [sic]
(Gouan) Koch).
a. subs]) . nernaltsensis (Gouan) Thell. 2n= 10.
23 Za cintha
H59 C. Zu cinthu (1, .) Babc. 211=6. (Zacintha verru,rosa
Gaertn.).
24 Phytodesia
t160 C. nicaeensis Balb. 2n=8.
161 C. capi.llaTis (L.) Wallr. 2n=6 .
25 L epidose1-is
181 C. vesiqaria L.
a . subsp. taTOxa,r ifoli,a (Thuill .) Thell. ex Schinz &
Keller. 2n=8, 16. (C. taq'axacifolia Thuill .).
26 ]\{emauchenes
H88 C. setosa Hall. f.
a. subsp. typi ca Babc. 2n=8.
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A few comments on the list may be made. C. joet'ida occurs as three
subspecies with different, though overlapping, areas of distribution;
su bsp, comrn'li<tata is the most eastern and has been regarded as belongi~g to a distinct genus owing to the scales on the receptacle; subsp.
vulgwris is the most western and the ' only one that could be native to
Britain; subsp. 7 'hoeadijo~ia may have arisen as a hybrid between the
other two. C. juetida var. hispida Bisch. is cited as a synonym of subsp.
rhoeud:ijolia, but Drahble (1933, J. Bot., 71, 63), who first recorded it a~
British, gives only the difference of the type of hairs on the involucre;
further investigation is needed to see if the subspecies really occurs in
Britain, since Babco<.;k ' gives it additional characters. It is not clear
why Babcock uses the name subsp. vulgm";'s (1938) rather than subsp .
e'ujuetida Beger ex Domin (1935) which he cites as a synonym.
It would appear that the combination C. sarncta subsp. ne'TIU!u~ensis ,
which is attributed to Thellung, should have been cited as " Babc . comb.
nov." since-Thellung is stated to have kept the speeies under Lagoseris.
Some of the varieties of C. capiUul'is given in B.P.L . are given under
" minor variants," but 9thers are not mentioned. It is suggested that
yar. anglica, and also" C. D7"'Uceana ," which is considered to be It different form, may be polyploid, although such are not definitely known
in tllis species.
.
C, taraxacijol;ia is regarded as the most widespread of eight subspecies of C. v1esicaria, some of the others being narrow endemics, though
subsp. typica is widespread in the Mediterranean Region.
Subsp.
taraxacijol'i a is usually diploid thopglt tetraploid forms occur in Spain.
It seems that they are morphologically distinguishable and they should
surely be recognised taxonomic ally and given a higher status than
" minor variants" . It is suggested that a giant form (identified with
var . gigantea (Rouy) Thell.) which is cited fr,om England, 'may also be
tetraploid, though there is no direct evidence of thjs~
Crepis bulbosa is excluded from the genus and listed as Aetheorrhiza
b'ulbosa (L.) Cass .
. This monograph is likely to remain the standard work on the genus
for a long time. It should serve as an example for future monographers
in showing how cyto-genetics and experimental methods can be used in
conjunction , with morphology to elucidate even a large group. Professor
Babcock is to be congra't ulated on a fine, work.

E . F.

WARBURG.

H.A. HYDE and A . E. WADE. 2nd edition. Pp. 131 +
IQ, 67 figures and IQ + 1 plates . Cardiff: National Museum of
Wales and Press Board of the University of Wales, 1948; 5/-.
[8! x 5i; thick cardboard.]

Wdsh Ferns.

At first sight this bears an extremely close resemblance to the first '
edition (1940'), including the all important matter of price, which is still
extrell1ely good value at five shillings. A closer inspection shows that
a large number of new county and other records have been added. In
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addition, the dates when the species were" first recorded" has in many
instances been put back to 1606-8, owing to the discovery of some MS.
records by Sir John Salusbury in his copy of Gerard's Herbal, now in
the Library at Christ Church, Oxford. The nomenClature and the discussion of th e classification of ferns does not seem to have been revised
and it is surpr is ing that, while Dower's views a r e set out in some detail,
the more r ece nt elassificati.ons of Ghristensen, Holttum, Ohing, and
Copeland are not mentioned. Nor is there any mention of the nomenclature of Clapham's Check-List (1946). 'fhough intended primarily for
'Vales, the book includes descriptions of such species as Ophiogloss'u'/lL
llLsituniGtt.ln ami fll/,uljnulIllIl1 leptuphullu which are, in Britain, confined
to the Channel Islands, and as it is the only modern systematic handbook to the Dritisl1 ferns, should be most useful to many outside the
Principality.
The varieties included are of somewhat unequal value and require
further study. Apparent. new transfers of varietal names are made witlJout quoting the name-bringing synonym. Some of the extra-British
distributions would not bear very close inspection: for example,
Asplcn,iLvln '1"l'i GiLoIILu.rtes does not occur in Peru, nor HY'lncn,ophyzz.wllt
tU!nb1'idgense in Venezuela. The adoption of the· name IIymenophyitum
peUut'U1It seems doubtfully correct, as to do so ass umes that the British
plant is conspecific with an imperfectly known plant from the island
of Reunion.
The hints to colleetors (on p. 32) are a useful innovation, but something might have been said about labelling specimens .
The large number of localities given for Polypodium v uLguTe var.
sCJ'mtum is surpri sing, as this seems to be a limestone plant in most
places. It is probable that the Welsh localities require r evision.
A. H . G. ALsToN.

Th e G eO ljT01Jhy of til e Flu/c enng PLants. RONALD GOOD, M .A , (Cantl]'b.).
Pp . 403 with 71 li ne drawings, 9 maps in colour and 16 photogranl l'o plates .
London, New York and Toronto: Longmans
Green &; Co ., 1947; 30/- net [10" x 6"; cloth].
A comprehensi"e book on plant distribution has been a clesideTatU1n
fur sOllle tillle and this book goes a long way to fulfil the need. The
slIbject is one ,,·hi ch is difficult to compress into reasonable compass,
!leediJlg a.s it does ample illustration by examples ,md yet comprising
prillc iples which need to be made clear. It should, perhaps, be stated
at the outset that the book deals with the distribution of species, genera
a nd famil ies and does not set out to g ive a picture of wodd vegetation, an aspect of botan~' to which the name " plant geography " is
also often g i\·en.
The hook hegi ns with a short introduction ·i ncluding sections on the
im portance of plant geography, the difference between vegeta.t ion and
flora , class ification (3 pages), nomenclature (2 pages), and the history
of plaut geograph y.
The va.lue of the sections on classification and
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The ·attempt to define such terms as
nomenclature is very doubtful.
"family," "gen us" and "species" on a single page can only misJead. In particular, the suggestion that a genus is a more natural
category than a species or family is unfortunate. It is doubtless the
fact that it is the most conven ient unit for purposes of plant geog raphy
that leads to this statement.
The definition of species given means
littl e.
'I.'he main mass of th e book is divided into two parts, the first containing ]4 chapters dealing with the facts of distribution, the second
of S cha,pters dealing with the factors· of distribution and conclusions,
Chapter 1 g ilres a br ief introduction to the geography of the world and
a short disclLssion of map projections. Chapter 2, after a brief discussio n, sets out the" class ification of the world into floristic units" that
the a,uthor adopts. TIle world ,i s divided into 5 kingdoms (some divided
into sub-kin gdoms) and 36 regions, many of which are further divided
into provinces. The region is the unit mainly 'used in the subsequent
discussion. A useful map is given showi ng the limits of the regions .
Jt may be noted that the British J sles belong to the BOl'eal Kingdom ,
Euro-Siberian Region and the province of 'West Europe. Jt is pointoo
out that the Eu ro-Siberian Region is " mnch more exte~sive, ,i n longitude at least, th:;Ln any of the others " and that it is therefore often
necessary to treat it as a special case.
Chapter 3 gives a short account of the evolutionary background. 'fhi's
might perhaps flave been extended but is llseful in showing the author's
outlook. He rightly points out (p., 45) that the production of the same
form from the same pareilt stock Illore than once (" poly topic " and
" polychronic" descent), which modern thought considers likely to
occu r , is to be distinguished from older ideas of " polyphyle,t ic descent."
The suggestion made that different environments are likely to produce
dissimi lar mutations is, howeve,r , open to c riticism; though, as it is
likely that different environments will select different mutations, the
eHeet may be .the same. The remainder of the chapter deals with endemism, discontinuity' and with two current theories of plant distribution.
The next eight chapters give deta,ils of distribution of families,
genera and species considered in turn. In each category cosmopolitan
examples are first described, followed by other types of wide,r distribut ion, then discontinuous and finally endemic types.
In the last category, ea,c h r egion is considered in turn and the other categories are
a lso divided geographically. Numerous maps are given, often accompanied by fignres or plates of the plant concerned . These chapters are
so packed with valuable information that it seems undesirable to single
ont anythi ng for special comment. Many examples ar e given throughont and the reader will find many familiar names, of both native ann
commonly cnltivated plants.
Chapt.ers 12 and 13 will be of special interest to members, as they
den.l with tile British Flora . The first chapter deals with its history
and distribution, starting just before the Ice Age. An account is given
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of the various views on the effec~ of the loo Age and an outline of postglacial history. An account of H. C . Watson's work follows.
An attempt is then made to estimate the number of species native
in Britain. The author reaches the conclusion that the number is about
1250 (excluding microspecies). The chapter concludes with an account
of Matthews' work on the geographical elements in the British Flora .
Chapter 13 gives some account of the author's own work on the distribution of plants in Dorset . It is of special interest in that it is wdrk
along new lines and is of a type that might well be undertaken by any
member of the Society. He points out that the distribution of some
species appears to be climatically determined and that of other species
edaphically. A particularly interesting group (containing Fihpendula.
h exa,petal,a and V M'ba.scwm 11.igrum) are, in Dorset, confined to the more
northerly parts of the Chalk Belt and the author suggests that their
distribution must' be climatis:ally determined within their edaphic requirements . It would. be interesting to extenr;l observations on these
species over the whole country.
The concluding chapter of Part I gives an account of past floras and
of the effect of the Ice Age. The difficulties· inherent in the interpretation of fossil e·vidence are well brought out.
Chapters 15 to ' 20 are an account of the various factors controlling
plant distribution. They contain little that is n ew, but give a balanced
picture of the whole . The sections on competition, on the naturalisation of plants in New Zealand, and on W egenel"s continental drift hypothesis may be mentioned as of particular interest. The chapters are well
illustrated by maps showing various aspeC't s of world climate.
Chapter 21 'on " The Theory of Tolerance" sets out the author's ideas '
on the reasons why plants occupy definite areas. He holds tha.t the distribution of a species is mainly determined by its range of tolerance for
climate and edaphic conditions, and set.s out ~ix principles on which the
" theory" is based.
It is. perhaps doubtful whether the principles
stated should be given the title of a " theory" but the chapter contains
much good sense and should clear away many misconceptiQns concerning
plant ranges. Perhaps, however, ' too little weight is given to the existence of barriers to dispersal and of minor changes in conditions.
The last chapter, entitled" Conclusions," is in fact a brief recapitulatio:n of Angiosperm history, the author's main conclusions having been
set out in the preceding chapter.
.. The hook concludes with two app~ndices, hibliography and indexes.
The first appendix gives "Statistics of the 'World's Land Surfaces,"
arranged in vegetational and latitudinal zones, the effect of altitude
a lso being taken into account. The second appendix is a list of discontinuous genera. There are separate indexes of plant names and of
names of pe-rsons and places, but no general index.
As is inevitable in a book of this scope, there are a number of errors .
. Some of them will be, however, rather snrprising to anyone with a good
lI.cquaintance with the British Flora and should have heen avoided . A
few examples may be given. The map(p. 202) showing the distrib.ution
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of Ping1~i(;ula in the British Isles shows the doubtful Skye and erroneous
Sutherland localities for P. alpina, but not the recognised one in E. Ross
(though the plant is now extinct there) ; and the similar map of Prim1lln.
shows P. elatior as extending to the East Anglian coast .and P. veris as
absent from Orkney and the Inner Hebrides. The definition of " Denizen" is not vVatson's and corresponds close,l y with vVatson's " Alien" ; '
and" Casual" was recognised as a separate category by Watson in his
Oompenili11tfn (1868) . The application of the term" phenotype" to the
number of apparently different sp'ecies is peculiar.
Ut?-icularia and
Pingu,i clIla are not (p. 291) restricted tCl "markedly acid habitats".
Asparngllo'l (p. 91) is not confined to "South Africa, Mascarenes to
Malaya " and Ligust1"'um (p. 356) should not be given as an example of
a genus of " Eastern North America and East Asia with extensions into
the ti'opics of one or both hemispheres." Many other examples might
he given .
A criticism of a more general nature is that one is left with a feeling
that there is a gap to be bridged between the fact~ as set out and the
conclusions drawn from them. An attempt to interpret some of 'the
distributions given in earlier chapters would have added considerably to
the interest of the book.
This gap, and the somewhat prosaic style in' which the book is written, rilake it a book to refer to rather than one to read, but, as such, i~
may be recommended to all , interested in the broader aspects of the
British Flora.

E. F.

WARBURG.

Nat1wa.l IIistory in the Highlands and Islands. F. FRASER DARLING.
Pp. xvi, 303, 32 col. pI., 32 black and white pI.-, 9 maps and diagrams, and 15 distribution maps. London: Collins (The Nmv
Naturalist: 0), 1947; 16/- net.
1'he Scottish Highlands are primarily the product of their geology
and cl imate, which al'e such that cultivation is limit'ad to alluvial and
other occasionally favourable areas, wl1ile ' the mass flf the country is
given over to mountain grassland, peat moor, and bog, where the steep
slope, high rainfall, and wind, do not le~ve bare rock. Man is comparatively scarce, but his she~p-formerly cattle-and deer have affected the
vegetation considerably during the last century or two,
T11e rocks are mostly old and hard, not weathering easily, and in the
west, especially near the Atlantic and on the islands, the area of bare
rock gr!Jatly in creases owing to the' greater rainfall and higher wind,
S11eep crop the herbage more closely than did the cattle, so 'that the
water drains away ,better; the trees al'eo prevented from regenerating;
bracken increases, and the fine pasture which made sheep farming profitable is being destroyed. Heather is burned f{J!' the benefit of grouse
and sheep, and the sheep and deer destroy the young firs.
The interplay of all these, and other, forces on the wild life of tIlE'
Highlands, as well as the description of Nature there, is the auth or'~
theme. He first outl.ines tl]e : g~ology and climate, and their effect on
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the plant cover in general. He says that tradition says that the climate
of the Highlands and Islands has deteriorated during living memory,
[hut Co)'storphine of Arbroath told me that in his lifetime he found the
hi.ghlands drying up, which he put down to the replacement of the hill
cattle by sheep].
The effect of the high winds and Atlantic gales is
emp hasised, and to the Southron needs to be: in 'West Suthedand I
once unsuccessfully sought a sandy strand marked on the map, to be
told hy a local that all the sand was blown awa,y one night by a gale.
The relief and scenery is then described, under fiye heads.
The
plates give a good picture of what the visitor may expect- a wild beautiful country, mostly hill and moor, where one may walk all day and meet
nobody. It is a pity that the colours are not exactly those which one
knows, but colour printing has still some way to go before ,i t depicts
scenery satisfactorily. I do not agree with the author's protest that
the Ollter Hebrides aTe not treeless . They are essentially treeless, as
anyone who knows them well will agree.
Even the trees planted at
Stornoway have a hard time, and 'l/oh.ve trees are limited to a few
birches, rowans, and aspens in a few shelter ed gullies.
The winter
gales, which as in Oonnemara mal,e bnxe a high proportion of rock on
slopes, prevent tree gro·w th except for a few sycamores and planted
conifers, and to one returning from a few weeks' visit to the Islands
'the mainland looks as if a green cloth ll:1d been spread over the rocks,
and birch woods at first seem astonishin g novelties. I a lso take exception to the author's stress on " arctic" affinities of the highlands. The
existence of a few species which can grow' in the true ~rctic flora-and
here mostly limited to the highest top s~does not make the vegetation
more than horeal. Such species grow with others which cannot grow
in the botanicaL arctic, which is not determined hy the line of the Arctic
Circle, nnd this stress of arctic affinit ies strikes a false note to one
.familiar with the real arctic flora.
The effects of man are then considered-the biggest one being the
clestruction of the ancient forests within historic times.
He riglltly
emphasises the need for protecting and assisting the endemic var,j ety
of Scot's Fir [Scot's Pine is a mere botanist's nnme: fir is cognate
with fire , for which the wood is used] , as the few remains of its forest~
a re often in serious danger, and most planting is of the non-endemic
variety .
Wars were the chief c;1use of forest destruction, and now
felling; sheep and deer prevent the regeneration which cattle permitted.
The, larger manunals have suffered as severely as the forest: each is
dealt with in turn. Birds have often suffered in consequence, but the
Great Auk was lost hy man's stupiclit~r. Fortunately the Grey Seal has
snrvived till man has become c ivilised enough to protect it. The effects
of man's sporting activities and his establishment of deer forests and
gronse moors are described, and the pb nts of deer forests receive some
mention. The evils of overburning of heather are set out. The birds
of the area are dealt with one by one.
Other groups of animals receive some mention, and incidentally a few plants.
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The cha,pters on the life-histories of the Red Deer and Atlantic Gre~
Seal a,r e interesting but do not concern the -botanist. '1'here is a chapte'r
on the woods, but it is concerned as much with anima.ls a,., with plants
and shows that the author is no botanist; there are many errors. In
til e chapter on the summits of the hills there is more about pla.uts, with
far too JUany mis-spelt names, quite apart from the adoption of the zoological practi ce of using i;;mall initial capitals where botanical rules of
P ages 150-151 reach the limit in an
Jlolllenc:latul'o require cll-pitals.
amazing cOIllPilation of errors : the author is evidently not familiar
with his subject.
Sauina ni'val'i s is not (p. 150) found. "in the courses of tiny
streams": jJlenz'ies ia coe'I"uleu does not grow 011 a " summit": Sax'ij?'uaa ce7'l1'Ua is included among the " fairly common and most beantiful flow ers of the tops," whe reas it rarely flowers, is not beautiful, and
is limited to ,t few square yards on one Ben: our ET ia eTOn is not E.
ull'inus but M. uOJ'.eol'is: A1'Ctost(~phY'los U 'va-u7'S i does 'lwt (p. 151) " go
very high " : .4.TCto s taph!J~os alpina does grow in the Arctic, bu't should
not be termed "\,ery much a n arctic pla nt " as it occurs in the
Pyrellees, Apennines, and Carpathians: T'accini'U'1n ul'i.g'inos1on is not
a plant of "high mea.d ows," and the re never was any question of its
r eplacillg Tf. M Y'1'til/;us : Cloudberry has oTange fruits, not " red ":
alld, final ly, the Crowbe.r ry common in " ,a lpine grassland" is Emp etTIMn he7'l1luphTocl-itlw1, not E. nia7·U'I1I.-, which keeps to lower eleva.t ions.
The chapter on " The Shore, the Sea Loch and the Shallow Seas"
has more of plants, and more errors. The shore 01'ache' is not At7'ipl ex
pi.btu~ but A. !J~bTiusc~a.
The Sea Campion is called Bladder Oampion (Silene "manitim:u,s"). Salico7'fl.ia is not mentioned as a constitneni!
of salt marsh, nor are many other species which are there: the p ec uliar
sheep-cropped " billiard table" marshes, pink with flowering ATme7·i.a
at the heads of sea lochs, merit better description, as do the wonderful
flowery "machairs" of the west of Scotland, with their thousands of
Frog a nd other orchids, 'Mlalictrums, and a host of species not mentioned in his list. Among the sand binders with malTam we find " Sea
purslane (At7'ipl ex pOTtulacoides)"! possibly A. lacinmta often common
on the foreshore but not a sand binder; and the common northern sandbinders-Honkeneja lJCp/oides , P otent ilia fl nse'rinu, and others which
surprise the southerner-are not mentioned. CaTex a7'enan'ia "does its
bit," but it does non do much! The sea-weed zonation is described , but
tl1e abundance of the true Zost eTa maTina in the Sound of H a n 'is-a remarkable sight-is not noted. The importance of sea-weed in Island
cultivation is mentioned but not the probable effects of its recent removal in quantity for industrial purposes, whi ch may produce quick
money but a bad future for cultivation. [However, as there is no bakery
in a large part of the Long Island-bread comes to South Uist from
Glasgow and meat to North Uist from Dingwall-the Islands may manage without a ny cultivation, perhaps!] It seems a pity to refer to the
sea-weed" Lithothamll1,ion " [is it that?] as " coral," even if " not made
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by the coral polyps": it may b~ so colloquially, but in such a book this
should be corrected, I{ot endorsed . The fish (especially herring) do not
concern us here. The chapter on The Suboceanic Island is of interest to
all who love islands, and there are some nice illustrations. The flora of
North 1tona is listed, but it is not right to refer to the, species not
noticed by Atkinson as " losses."
We e nd with Lochs and HiveI' Systems; a little botany but not good,
and the usual crop of error s in names and of omissions. At the end of
the few pages of Conclusions the author remarks that" the search for
accurate knowledge, surely, is a cornerstone of morality," which makes
one wonder why he, with so many right ideas, is so inaccurate. The
bibliography of 12 pages is useful but not, of course, exha ustive. None
of the distribution maps concerns plants.
I have found the book difficult to review . It is so well written, so
full of enthusiasm, so stimulating, so pleasant to read and, like the
rest of the series, so well produced-except for four loose pages (the same
in three copies seen) which may get lost-and well illustrated. It fulfils
many of the a ims of the series as set out by the publishers. It is therefore ' the greater pity that it was not revised by suitable readers before
it was printed: the author needed a botanical collaborator. If this
r eview seems to be harping on errors it must be emphasized that the
editors set as their aim" a high standard of accuracy."
Botanically
speaking the book is inadequate, and an adequate account of the .vegetation of the area is sadly needed as th at given by Til.llsley in his Vegetation of the British Isles also showeci unfamiliarity with the area. Even
the plates are not free from elTor: there is (pI. VIIb) a nice view of
Mealisval labelled Suinaval, to take which the photographer would
almost have had to make a voUe face! I could mul:tiply the tale of
errors and some are bad : to one who Imows both it is rather ridiculous
to say that the roadsicles about E lphin and Cnochan are like· the verges
of an Engl ish lane: there cannot be any Alpine Hawkweed on T aner a:
Aspleniu11ls on tree trunks are presumably Polypodies, and so on. But
one does not expect a Scot to pass, "Rannock," or to call his Wild
Hyacinth the " Bl uebell (Sc'YUu nutuns)" [sic] , and the Bluebell of
Scotland the Harebell «()a,mpwn,'ula-or should it be Charybdis?). No:
there are really too many errors in a book meant for the general reader
who cannot be expe<;ted to recognise them, though he will read with
pleasure and not regret his purchase.
A. J . WILMOTT.
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